
The Boss Behind The Game Chapter 724 
“In the days that followed, the players were in full swing with the research on how to dismantle the Tai 
Qing stick. ” 
 
Experts from various fields gave their own suggestions. 
 
“Most of the suggestions were tried by the players, while a small number were ignored. ” 
 
“For example, explosive man’s proposal to conduct a super-explosive destruction experiment. ” 
 
“After nie Feng posted this suggestion on the forum, it was immediately criticized by the players. ” 
 
“They all thought that he was not trying to blow up the Tai Qing staff, but was definitely trying to blow 
up the underworld again! ” 
 
And there were many other suggestions as unreliable as nie Feng ‘s. 
 
“The entire forum was discussing how to destroy the Tai Qing stick. Not only did the popularity not 
decrease with time, but more and more players joined in the discussion. ” 
 
Crayon Shin-chan’s post was the most popular. 
 
“As the only ‘bar God’ on the forum, his posts never lacked popularity. ” 
 
“The day it was published, it attracted a large number of players. ” 
 
“*As for how to break down the Tai Qing stick, what do you think of this method?] [Op: Crayon Shinchan] 
” 
 
“*Content: seeing that everyone is very interested in decomposing tai Qing stick, I will also express my 
opinion (funny). First, we will analyze from the analysis panel. It clearly states that this stick has already 
given birth to a weapon spirit with its own consciousness.] Then can we communicate with him? If 
possible, could you brainwash him and make him recognize a new master?(funny) ” 
 
“I’ve never tried the above method, and I’m just giving a suggestion. I won’t be responsible for any 
losses in the experiment. ” 
 
If you really want me to take responsibility … Then come and hit me (funny) 
 
“*Book breaks ten thousand scrolls: the angle is tricky, but what kind of god-like operation is 
brainwashing (surprised face of the Sea King, jpg)+ ” 
 
“*Suika Tairo: go to sleep~go to sleep, my dear baby. Is that so?(funny)+ ” 
 
“A big wolfdog,*upstairs, you’re hypnotizing me, not brainwashing me.+ ” 
 



“The strongest Xue Li: “”no matter if I can succeed or not, I have to try and change him with my 
willpower. If one day doesn’t work, then one month. If one month doesn’t work, then one year. If one 
year doesn’t work, then ten years. If ten years doesn’t work … I’ll ask my son to take care of him 
(funny).”” ” 
 
“Snow White’s stepmother: “”the one above, you’re not trying to reform it. You’re just moving the 
mountains. Generation after generation, endless (funny).”” ” 
 
“The old man with leftover eggs: “”I’ll stop talking. I’ll go and search for some poisonous chicken soup 
articles and see if I can move it to recognize me as its master. Anyway, this stick is mine. I said it.”” 
Finally, he clicked *Crayon Shinchan (QiuQiu with its hands on its waist.jpg)+ ” 
 
“Crayon Shinchan: “”it’s just a stick. Look at how excited you are. How does the lyrics go?””I want 
it~what’s the use of this iron rod (funny), this song from 300 years ago has already explained to us why 
this rod is useless (funny) ” 
 
…… 
 
“After Crayon Shinchan’s post, many players went to try it out. ” 
 
“Although this method seemed unreliable, the Conqueror players all understood one thing: anything 
was possible in the game. ” 
 
“Whether or not he could succeed was one thing, but if he didn’t try, he would definitely not succeed. ” 
 
“As a result, a large number of players recently sat around the Tai Qing staff, trying to brainwash it. ” 
 
“Some were telling stories, some were chit-chatting, and the players used whatever topic they could. ” 
 
The weapon spirit inside the Tai Qing staff was delighted by the players ‘actions. 
 
“He had originally thought that he would be sealed in some dark place, waiting for his master to come 
and pick him up, but he hadn’t expected that the extremely powerful ancient God from the netherworld 
would not do so. ” 
 
He had even handed him over to the weak forces of the netherworld. 
 
“To it, it was like a tiger entering a flock of sheep. It was the Tiger, and the players were the sheep. ” 
 
“At this moment, he thought of a plan. ” 
 
It would leave the same mark of faith as the venerable devil ape in the minds of the race. 
 
“This wasn’t the path of hell, and there wasn’t any Ksitigarbha bloodline here. He didn’t believe that this 
race would be able to escape his control after they matured. ” 
 
“After having such a thought, he had been waiting for an opportunity. ” 
 



“Now that it saw so many players gathered around it and talking about things that it didn’t quite 
understand, it felt that the time was right. ” 
 
The transformation plan began! 
 
The first step was to establish faith. 
 
“This step was not difficult for the artifact Spirit. If he wanted this race to worship him like the venerable 
devil ape, he would have to give them some benefits. ” 
 
“As long as he made them understand this concept, they would treat him like a god in the future. ” 
 
The artifact Spirit already had experience with this step when it was with venerable devil ape. 
 
“Therefore, in the days to come, when players came to talk to him, tai Qing stick would separate a trace 
of power from his body and let it flow into the players ‘bodies. He would then begin to establish a 
connection with the players and share the cultivation experience contained in tai Qing stick. ” 
 
“From the players ‘point of view, every time tai Qing staff bestowed power, a game prompt would 
sound: ” 
 
[Game prompt: power granted by tai Qing stick: All attributes +1] 
 
[Game prompt: power granted by tai Qing stick: All attributes +3] 
 
“*Game prompt: you have obtained the knowledge granted by tai Qing stick: Secret manual, Heavenly 
Dragon body tempering art. ” 
 
“*Game prompt: you have obtained the knowledge granted by tai Qing stick: *Secret book, spirit training 
method+ ” 
 
…… 
 
“With the implementation of tai Qing’s plan of faith, the players went completely crazy. ” 
 
A rod that could give one an opportunity! 
 
Fraud! 
 
This news completely ignited the enthusiasm of the players. They didn’t expect Crayon Shinchan’s 
unreliable suggestion to be so effective. 
 
“Therefore, a large number of players came to the Tai Qing stick, trying to get some opportunities from 
it. ” 
 
“The popularity even caused a chain reaction to the European Forum, and the players went crazy. ” 
 



“If it wasn’t for the fact that underworld city didn’t allow players to enter and they couldn’t defeat the 
players from the central server, they would have broken into underworld city and brought the staff 
back. ” 
 
“However, due to the large number of players, underworld’s central square had become extremely 
crowded. ” 
 
“At this moment, some players suggested to line up to receive the ‘opportunity’ on the forum. ” 
 
“This was an opportunity that everyone could have, and underworld city could be restored to order 
without affecting others. ” 
 
This suggestion received a large number of responses. 
 
“Under the combined efforts of the various large guilds, a long line of players quickly formed in the 
central plaza. The number of players was spectacular, and even the entrance of underworld city was 
lined up. ” 
 
“While they were queuing up, the players were browsing the forum, watching videos, and making 
comments in an orderly manner. ” 
 
“During this period, there would be players sharing the opportunities they had obtained from time to 
time, and they would post it in the regional chat channel to show off. ” 
 
Such an act ignited the players ‘desire to communicate with tai Qing stick. 
 
“Although they might not get the opportunity even if they waited for three days and three nights, the 
players didn’t care about that little time. ” 
 
“In the players ‘eyes, time was nothing compared to opportunities. ” 
 
“They had been waiting for such a free opportunity for more than three years. Now that they finally had 
the chance to get it, they naturally cherished it. ” 
 
“Lu Wu, who was behind the scenes, already knew the plot of the artifact Spirit inside the Tai Qing stick, 
and he couldn’t stop smiling. ” 
 
What a stupid stick. It gave the players opportunities and even tried to control them. 
 
Did you ask me? 
 
“Ermm … Don’t ask anymore, just continue, all the best! ” 
 
…… 
 
Half a month passed by quickly as he continued to harvest the opportunities like crazy. 
 
“At this time, tai Qing had already realized that something was wrong. ” 



 
“Because the players he communicated with every day were different, this made tai Qing very puzzled. ” 
 
“In its opinion, knowing that it could give an opportunity, the higher-ups of this race should have taken it 
for themselves. At that time, he would be able to control the high-level members first, just like how he 
controlled the leader of the demonic ape clan,’venerable demonic ape’. ” 
 
This was normal in the netherworld. 
 
“Even if they were members of the same race, they would inevitably be divided into different classes. 
The good things would naturally be enjoyed by the higher-ups first. ” 
 
“However, it had been fifteen days, and no so-called high-ranking members of the clan had appeared. 
Every day, different members met with him. ” 
 
This made the Tai Qing staff spirit very depressed. 
 
Even though he had a huge source of power and knowledge. 
 
“However, these things would also be exhausted. They were not endless, but the reserves were 
extremely large. ” 
 
“He could provide venerable devil ape with an endless supply of body recovery ability, but it was not an 
endless supply. ” 
 
“This power came from the lake water in the realm of heavenly Dao, and the cultivation technique that 
venerable devil ape cultivated was taught by him. The body forged by him could absorb the power of 
the spring water and turn it into energy to repair his body. ” 
 
“However, the spring water contained in the rod was not endless. As it was constantly consumed, it 
would eventually be exhausted. Although it was far from that state, the Tai Qing staff spirit was a little 
overwhelmed by the 24-hour continuous consumption. ” 
 
“In addition to the power source, the knowledge contained in the Tai Qing staff could not be used 
repeatedly. ” 
 
“As an Artifact Spirit, it had never cultivated any of these cultivation techniques and secret techniques. 
They were only part of the memories that the Grand Supreme had copied into the staff. ” 
 
“In other words, every time a copy was given away, there would be one less copy, and it could not be 
copied or reused. ” 
 
“However, every time he injected power into it, it would carry a trace of power of faith. If this 
continued, he would be able to control this race sooner or later. In the end, the weapon spirit of the Tai 
Qing staff still chose to “”endure.”” ” 
 
He felt that it was fine to control the entire race at once! 
 



“However, what tai Qing staff did not know was that every time it injected power into the players 
‘bodies, it had long been filtered by the divine artifact. The remaining energy was used by the divine 
artifact to strengthen and transform the players’ bodies. ” 
 
It could be said that it was a one-sided effort without any return. 
 
“As for faith, that was even more impossible. The players never believed that God could bring them any 
benefits. They only believed in the omnipotent stingy “”officials.”” ” 


